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Correlations between spectral parameters during
the prompt phase: 9 years of GBM observations
Clue for the physics of the emission mechanism
• Time-resolved spectral analysis
• Individual pulses with > 5 high SNR bins
• Bayesian analysis

Correlations between spectral parameters during
the prompt phase: 9 years of GBM observations
Clue for the physics of the emission mechanism
9 years of GBM
observations yielded
38 single pulses with
577 spectra
Analysis performed with
3ML (Vianello+15)
Band function and a
cutoff power law were
used
See David Yu’s poster!
Yu et al., online soon

Time resolved analysis of individual pulses
Fully Bayesian, spectral evolution analysis

See poster:
Yu, Dereli & Ryde

All pulses observed by GBM with more than 5 time bins with SNR >20

Results and comparison to the GBM catalogue (Yu et al. 2016)
1. α-distribution
(Yu et al. 2016)
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2. Cutoff power law the “best” model
Consistent with Yu et al. (2016)

Distribution of αmax

68% of pulses
have αmax > -0.67

Ghirlanda+02 found 44%

Time resolved analysis of individual pulses
Fully Bayesian, spectral evolution analysis

See poster:
Yu, Dereli & Ryde

All pulses observed by GBM with more than 5 time bins with SNR >20

Results and comparison to the GBM catalogue (Yu et al. 2016)
3. β-distribution
(Yu et al. 2016)
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β is softer for the pulses in out sample

Spectral correlations over individual pulses
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Qualitative explanation: Emission from the photosphere
Intensity and shape of the spectrum depends on
• the heating
• photon production efficiency

Beloborodov13
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EK << Erad
1. Weak emission
2. Spectral broadening
(Dissipation of EK can
easily modify spectrum)
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Thermal pressure dominates
EK << Erad
1. Luminous
2. Thermal spectra
(Small dissipation
compared to Erad)

B. Ahlgren et al.

Figure 1. Spectra obtained from the code for diﬀerent values
of the τ of the dissipation site. The other parameters are Γ =
250, L0,52 = 10, εpl = 0, εb = 10−6 , εe = 0.9 and εd = 0.2. In
addition for each spectrum we also show the BB spectrum of
the seed photons, plotted with the same style and colour as the
spectrum, but with thinner lines.

put parameters. The grid is then turned into a table model
for XSPEC. We will refer to the model as DREAM (Dissipation with Radiative Emission as A table Model ). This way
we may perform relatively fast fits even though the simulations are computationally expensive. For this study we
have chosen to confine ourself to a four-dimensional parameter space, using the parameters τ, Γ, L0,52 , εd , keeping the
other three parameters fixed at εb = 10−6 , εe = 0.9 and
εpl = 0. This choice reflects a scenario where the vast majority of the energy goes to the electrons, which take on a completely Maxwellian distribution as they are heated (Levinson
2012), and where we have weak magnetic fields, yielding
negligible synchrotron radiation. This allows us to address
the question of whether the observed spectra can be explained without this process. The values for the parameters
used are τ = 1, 5, 10, 20, 35, Γ = 50, 100, 250, 500, L0,52 =
0.1, 1, 10, 100, 300, εd = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, yielding a table
model consisting of 500 simulations and spanning a physically motivated part of the parameter space. In XSPEC the
model obtains two additional parameters; a redshift, z and
an additional normalization which is proportional to the observed photon flux. In order to eliminate degeneracies we
keep these two parameters constant for each burst. Additionally, to make sure that the resulting fits are not strongly
aﬀected by the step size in the table we also created a much
finer grid spanning a smaller part of the parameter space.
A comparison with the original model showed no significant
diﬀerences.
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model, see e.g. Mészáros (2006). In our picture a progenitor releases a luminosity L0,52 = L0 10−52 erg s−1 (not to
be confused with the observed luminosity), in a relativis-

Summary photospheric scenario
Acceleration

Acceleration phase:
- narrow spectra
- bright emission

Coasting

Coasting phase:
- broader spectra
- weaker emission
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Conclusions:
• Time resolved pulses in GBM:

67% have αmax > -0.67
common correlation

• Subphotospheric emission, with dissipation and a varying entropy.
Intense, narrow spectra
weak, broad spectra

• Physical models should be used in spectral analyses
e.g., Baring+95, Ghirlanda+02, Ahlgren+15, Vianello+18, Burgess+18

